Abstract. Consider a compact Lie group and a closed subgroup. Generalizing a result of Klyachko, we give a necessary and sufficient criterion for a coadjoint orbit of the subgroup to be contained in the projection of a given coadjoint orbit of the ambient group. The criterion is couched in terms of the "relative" Schubert calculus of the flag varieties of the two groups.
moment polytope. (See Kirwan [13] .) Observe also that O is a symplectic quotient of the cotangent bundle T * K. This implies that ∆(O) is equal to the intersection of ∆(T * K) with an affine subspace, where ∆(T * K) denotes the moment cone of T * K with respect to theK × K-action. We shall in fact write a complete set of inequalities for the cone ∆(T * K). We do so in terms of the Schubert bases of the cohomology groups H • (X) and H
• (X), the canonical homomorphism φ : H • (X) → H • (X), and the action on H
• (X) of a certain subset of the Weyl group of K, which we name the relative Weyl set. Here X andX denote the flag varieties of K andK, respectively. Determining the relative Weyl set and the matrix of φ relative to the Schubert bases are interesting combinatorial problems, which we do not know how to solve in general. In many examples, however, they can be solved and we obtain explicit inequalities for the moment cone. We treat a few of these examples in detail.
Our results are inspired by a remarkable paper of Klyachko [14] , in which he solved the case of the diagonal embedding of U(n) into U(n) × U(n). See also Fulton's recent survey paper [7] . As in [14] , the proof of our inequalities relies on the Hilbert-Mumford criterion for semistability of flags with respect to equivariant ample line bundles.
An intriguing multiplicative version of Klyachko's theorem was obtained by Agnihotri and Woodward [1] , who considered conjugacy classes in U(n) and found eigenvalue inequalities for products of unitary matrices in terms of quantum Schubert calculus. An interesting question is to what extent their results can be generalized to the setting of the present paper.
Heckman showed that the geometric problem (i) is closely related to the following algebraic problem.
(ii) Let V be an irreducible K-module. As aK-module it breaks up into isotypical components. Which irreducibleK-modules occur in V ?
Indeed, assume that O is integral in the sense that it is the orbit through an integral point λ ∈ t (ii ′ ) in any way, because the sets S and ∆(T * K) depend only on the Lie algebras of K andK.
Section 2 contains the main result of this paper, Theorem 2.1.1. Section 3 is a collection of results on subgroups and Weyl chambers, and Section 4 contains the examples. In Appendix A we review some material on flag varieties, and in Appendix B we review the Hilbert-Mumford criterion and calculate Mumford's numerical measure of instability for flag varieties. Appendix C is a compendium of our notational conventions.
Schubert cycles and the moment cone
LetK and K be compact connected Lie groups and f :K → K a Lie group homomorphism with finite kernel. In Section 2.1 we state our main result, a complete set of inequalities for the moment cone of the cotangent bundle T * K, considered as aK × K-manifold. We deduce from this complete sets of inequalities for the moment cone of T * (K\K) (considered as a K-manifold) and for the moment polytope of every coadjoint orbit of K (considered as aK-manifold). As explained in the introduction, this implies an asymptotic result on the decomposition of an irreducible K-module into irreducibleK-modules. This and other corollaries are stated in Section 2.2. Two questions concerning special points in the moment cone are raised in Section 2.3. The inequalities we obtain are in general highly overdetermined. In Section 2.4 we discuss a number of alternative ways of writing them and explain how to prune them to a more manageable set of inequalities. The proofs are in Section 2.5.
A comment on our notation: whenever O is any object or structure associated with the group K in a natural way, the corresponding object or structure associated withK is designated byÕ.
2.1.
Inequalities. Let us fix once and for all maximal tori T of K andT ofK such thatT = T ∩K. Let R ⊆ t * andR ⊆t * be the respective root systems and W and W the associated Weyl groups. Choose bases (sets of simple roots) S in R andS iñ R and let t for all triples (w, w, v) ∈W × W × W rel such that φ * (vσ wv )(cw 0w ) = 0. (2. 3)
The proof is in Section 2.5. First we explain the statement and point out a number of consequences.
Let t + ⊆ t be the positive Weyl chamber for the dual root system R ∨ , and let C ⊆ t * be the root cone, i.e. the cone spanned by the positive roots R + . (See Appendix C for our conventions regarding roots etc.) The precise definition of W rel , the relative Weyl set, is in Section 3.2. It is the set of all v ∈ W such that the translated chamber vt + intersects the interior of the positive chambert + , modulo a certain equivalence relation. Let v be a representative of an element of W rel . The cone vC depends on the choice of the representative, but its projection f * (vC) does not. For each triple (w, w, v) the condition (2.2) therefore represents a finite number of linear inequalities. For instance, ift + is contained in t + , then W rel = {1} and f * (C) =C, the cone spanned by the positive roots ofK. See Section 3.2 for further details.
Let X = K/T be the flag variety of K. The Weyl group W acts on the homogeneous space X by right multiplication, w(kT ) = kw −1 T . (We denote a Weyl group element and any of its representatives in N K (T ) by the same letter as long as the formulas do not depend on the choice of the representative.) The induced action on a homology or cohomology class c is written as wc.
Recall that the homology of X is torsion-free and has a basis given by the Schubert classes c w ∈ H 2l(w) (X, Z), where w ranges over W and l(w) is the length of w.
(The definition is reviewed in Appendix A.) If w 0 is the longest Weyl group element, then c w0 is equal to the fundamental class [X] . The homology being torsion-free, we can identify the cohomology with the dual abelian group Hom Z H • (X, Z), Z . The cohomology class σ w ∈ H 2l(w) (X, Z) is defined by σ w (c) = c · c w0w for c in H 2l(w) (X, Z) and σ w (c) = 0 if c has degree different from 2l(w). Recall that if l(w) + l(w ′ ) ≤ l(w 0 ), then c w · c w ′ = δ w,w0w ′ c 1 , (2.4) where the dot denotes the intersection product. This implies that the basis { σ w | w ∈ W } of H • (X, Z) is dual to the basis { c w | w ∈ W } of H • (X, Z). Finally, the map φ is the embedding of the flag varietyX =K/T into the flag variety X = K/T which is induced by the map f :K → K. It is injective even if f is not.
Theorem 2.1.1 makes the inequalities of the moment cone computable in practice once we can (i) determine the relative Weyl set W rel , (ii) write down inequalities for the codimension-one faces of the cones f * (vC), in other words, determine the rays that span their dual cones, (iii) write the action of the elements of W rel on the homology in terms of the Schubert basis, (iv) find the nonzero entries of the matrix of φ * with respect to the Schubert bases.
Unfortunately, we do not know of a general solution to these combinatorial problems except the third. (Formulas for the Weyl group action on the homology in terms of the Schubert basis were given by Bernstein et al. [2] and Demazure [4] . See also Appendix A.) In many interesting examples, however, they can be solved explicitly. Some properties that can be helpful in computing W rel and the cones f * (vC) are discussed in Section 3.2. Problem (iv) is discussed in Appendix A.
2.2.
Corollaries. It follows from (2.1) that the symplectic quotientK\Φ −1 K (0) of T * K with respect to the leftK-action is symplectomorphic to the cotangent bundle of the homogeneous spaceK\K. Hence the moment cone of T * (K\K) with respect to the residual K-action is equal to the "vertical slice"
The following result is now immediate from Theorem 2.1.1.
Similarly, let λ ∈ t * + and consider the coadjoint orbit O λ = Kλ through λ. It follows from (2.1) that the symplectic quotient Φ −1
* K with respect to the right K-action is isomorphic, as a HamiltonianK-manifold, to the dual orbit O −w0λ . Consequently the moment polytope ∆(O −w0λ ) of O −w0λ with respect to theK-action is equal to the horizontal slice
of the moment cone ∆(T * K). Furthermore, it is evident thatλ ∈ ∆(O λ ) if and only if −w 0λ ∈ ∆(O −w0λ ). After substitutingw →w 0 w we therefore obtain the following statement from Theorem 2.1.1.
for all triples (w, w, v) ∈W × W × W rel such that φ * (vσ wv )(cw) = 0.
By the results of Heckman referred to in the introduction, Theorem 2.2.2 implies an asymptotic statement about irreducible representations. Let Λ = ker(exp| t ) be the integral lattice in t, Λ * = Hom Z (Λ, Z) the weight lattice and Λ * + = Λ * ∩ t * + the monoid of dominant weights. For every dominant weight λ let V λ denote the irreducible K-module with highest weight λ. 2.3. Some unsolved problems. Suppose thatṼλ occurs in V λ . Then the weights inṼλ are a subset of the weights of V λ (with respect to the torusT ). The latter are of the form f * (λ−µ), where µ is a combination of positive roots of K with nonnegative integral coefficients. In particular,λ itself is of this form. The following "saturation" problem asks whether this condition, together with the necessary conditions stated in Theorem 2.2.3, is sufficient.
for all triples (w, w, v) ∈W × W × W rel such that φ * (vσ wv )(cw) = 0?
Here we have written C Z for the monoid generated by R + . ForK = T , the maximal torus of K, the answer is clearly in the affirmative. The same is true for the diagonal embedding of U(n) into U(n) × U(n), as was very recently proved by Knutson and Tao [15] . Even if the statement turns out to be false in general, one could hope to correct it by replacing the root lattice by a coarser lattice. See Montagar's preprint [19] for further references and related results.
Again, this is obviously correct for the inclusion T ֒→ K. It is also true for the diagonal embedding K → K × K, where it can be derived from the ParthasarathyRanga Rao-Varadarajan conjecture, which was proved by Kumar in [17] .
Alternative formulations.
There are a number of ways of reformulating Theorem 2.1.1, some obvious and others less so. First, for all (w, w) ∈W × W let Cw ,w be the cone v f * (vC), where the intersection is taken over all v ∈ W rel such that (2.3) holds (and put Cw ,w =t * if there is no such v). Clearly, Theorem 2.1.1 is equivalent to: (λ, λ) ∈ ∆(T * K) if and only if (λ, λ) ∈t *
for all (w, w). Next, let P :
be the wrong-way or Gysin homomorphism induced by φ.
Here we have used that the mapping degree of the diffeomorphism of X induced by v is equal to (−1) l(v) , which follows from Theorem A.2.3. Let us say that a Schubert class c w is contained in a homology class c if it occurs with nonzero coefficient in the expression for c as a linear combination of Schubert classes. This amounts to σ w (c) = 0, or equivalently, c · c w0w = 0 and deg c = 2l(w). Then according to (2.6), condition (2.3) is equivalent tõ
This means that there exist cycles onX and X which are homologous tocw and vc w0wv , respectively, and which have a nontrivial transverse intersection. Applying P −1 to both sides yields a cohomological version of (2.7):
σw 0w is contained in φ * (vσ wv ).
Observe also that the condition φ * (vσ wv )(cw) = 0 of Theorem 2.2.2 is equivalent toσw is contained in φ * (vσ wv ).
Thus we obtain a reformulation of Theorem 2.2.2 which does not refer to Poincaré duality or the longest Weyl group elements and therefore makes sense, at least syntactically, for coadjoint orbits of infinite-dimensional groups. Many of the vector inequalities (2.2) are redundant. In fact, each of them can be replaced by a single scalar inequality, and in addition (2.3) can be reduced to a much smaller set of homological conditions. To do so we need to recall some more results from [2] and anticipate on some of the material covered in Section 3.2.
Let s be a (closed) face of the Weyl chamber t + . The centralizer of s is equal to the centralizer of any point in its (relative) interior s
• and is denoted by Z K (s) or K s . It is a connected subgroup of K, which contains the maximal torus T , and its Weyl group N Ks (T )/T is denoted by W s . The partial flag variety K/K s is denoted by X s . Its homology has a free basis consisting of Schubert classes c s w ∈ H 2l(w) (X s , Z), where w ranges over the set W s defined by
It is well-known that every right coset wW s contains a unique element in W s , which we call the shortest representative of w mod W s . The canonical projection X → X s induces a surjection 
k and u k ∈ W k denote the shortest representatives of w 0w modW k and wv k mod W k , respectively.
For instance, ift + is contained in t + andK is semisimple, then we can choose the χ k to be the fundamental coweights. Then the cohomological conditions in this theorem involve only the minimal partial flag varieties ("Grassmannians") of K and certain partial flag varieties of K, and hence the number of inequalities is considerably smaller than in Theorem 2.1.1. In Section 4 we shall see, however, that even the system of inequalities of Theorem 2.4.1 is often highly overdetermined.
2.5. Proof of Theorems 2.1.1 and 2.4.1. The proof of Theorem 2.1.1 is in three steps: first we show that it suffices to consider the case whereλ and λ are in the weight lattice. Then we use the shifting trick to reduce the general case to the case whereλ = 0, which in effect shows that Theorem 2.1.1 is a special case of Theorem 2.2.1. The third step is to note that if λ is integral, its coadjoint orbit is a complex projective variety in a natural way, so we can detect whether 0 is in its momentum polytope by determining the semistable set with respect to the prequantum line bundle. This is easily achieved by means of the Hilbert-Mumford criterion, and the upshot is that the semistable set is nonempty if and only if a certain translate of a Schubert cell in the flag variety X intersects the small flag varietyX. By a transversality argument this leads to inequalities in terms of intersections of Schubert cycles.
The proof uses the material on complex groups and Schubert cells reviewed in Appendix A and the calculations carried out in Appendix B.
Step 1. Suppose we knew Theorem 2.1.1 was true for all integral points (λ, λ) int * + × t * + . Since ∆(T * K) is a rational cone, this means that the system of homogeneous linear inequalities (2.2) contains inequalities for all the codimension-one faces of ∆(T * K). Hence Theorem 2.1.1 is true for all pairs (λ, λ) ∈t *
Step 2. Suppose we knew Theorem 2.2.1 was true. Let us apply it to the pair (K,K × K) and the inclusion map idK × f , and let us writeK\(K × K) for the quotient ofK × K by the left action of the subgroup (idK × f )(K). Define a map
respectively. Moreover, it induces a diffeomorphism fromK\(K × K) to K. As a result the cotangent bundles of K andK\(K × K) areK × K-equivariantly symplectomorphic, and therefore their moment cones are the same. According to Theorem 2.2.1 the moment cone of
The conclusion is that (λ, λ) ∈ ∆(T * K) if and only if (2.2) holds for allw, w and v satisfying (2.12). In (2.12) it is actually sufficient to take into account only those triples (w, w, v) for which the intersection is zero-dimensional. To see why, recall that the classcw 0w is represented by the Schubert varietyXw 0w ⊆X and that vc w0wv is represented by an algebraic cycle X w,v which is a linear combination of Schubert varieties in X. Then (2.12) means that for genericg ∈K and g ∈ K the translated cyclesgXw 0w and gX w,v intersect in an m-dimensional cycle onX. If m > 0, this implies they intersect in a boundary componentX • w0ũ ofXw 0w because of the fact thatX
is an affine variety. In other words, we havecw 0ũ · φ ! (vc w0wv ) = 0 for someũ w (where denotes the Bruhat-Chevalley order), and hencẽ
, so if (2.13) holds, theñ
This shows that the inequality (2.13) is stronger than (2.2). By induction we can discard all inequalities (2.12) except those for which m = 0, in which case they are equivalent to (2.3). This shows that Theorem 2.2.1 implies Theorem 2.1.1.
Step 3. We now prove Theorem 2.2.1 for λ ∈ Λ *
if and only if the symplectic quotient of T * (K\K) at level λ with respect to the K-action is nonempty. By reduction in stages, this quotient is naturally symplectomorphic to the quotient of O µ at level 0 with respect to theK-action, where µ = −w 0 λ. The upshot is that λ ∈ ∆ T * (K\K) if and only if 0 is in the image of the moment map f * : O µ →k * . To analyse this condition, let us assume first that λ is strictly dominant. Then K µ = T , so the orbit O µ is diffeomorphic to the full flag variety X = K/T . We shall use this diffeomorphism to identify O µ with X. We shall further identify X with the complex homogeneous space G/B, where G = K C and B is the Borel subgroup of G which contains the complexified maximal torus H = T C and is positive with respect to the chamber t + . It is well-known (see e.g. [9] ) that the symplectic structure on O µ is compatible with the complex structure, so that O µ is a homogeneous Kähler manifold. Moreover, since µ is integral, O µ is equivariantly prequantizable. As a Hermitian bundle, the prequantum line bundle L µ can be described as the associated bundle K × T C µ ; as a holomorphic bundle it can be viewed as
Here C µ is the one-dimensional representation of T defined by the weight µ (extended to B = HN by letting H = T C act holomorphically and by letting the maximal unipotent subgroup N act trivially). By [8, §5] and [12, Theorem 8.10 ] the zero fibre (f * ) −1 (0) is a deformation retract of the semistable set of X. The conclusion is that λ ∈ ∆ T * (K\K) if and only if X ss is nonempty. By Proposition B.2.1 this is equivalent to
for some g ∈ G.
(Here we have used that f * (vC) is dual to the cone spanned bỹ Λ + ∩ vΛ + , which follows from Lemma 3.2.4.) Since the semistable set is Zariskiopen, we can perturb g to move gX
• wv into general position with respect to φ v (X). Then (2.15) amounts to φ
by the definition of the Weyl group action, which implies that as a real submanifold φ v (X) is equal to the image ofX under the (non-holomorphic)
Hence they define the same homology class (up to sign), and therefore
Replacing µ by −w 0 λ in (2.14) and w by w 0 w in (2.14) and (2.16) we obtain Theorem 2.2.1 for strictly dominant integral λ.
The case where λ ∈ Λ * + is dominant but not strictly dominant is very similar. We briefly point out the main differences. Instead of X we use the partial flag
Here µ = −w 0 λ, s is the face of t + such that µ ∈ s
• , P = P s is the parabolic subgroup of G attached to s, and C µ is the obvious P -module defined by µ. For any w ∈ W the closure of the P -orbit through π(w) is a single Schubert variety, namely X w ′ , where w ′ is the longest element in the left coset W s w ⊆ W . The same reasoning as above (using Proposition B.2.2 instead of B.2.1) now gives that λ ∈ ∆ T * (K\K) if and only if (2.14) holds for all w and v satisfying
But if (2.14) holds for w, it holds for all elements in the left coset W s w, because W s fixes λ. This finishes the proof of Theorem 2.1.1. The proof of Theorem 2.4.1 is almost exactly the same, but uses Proposition B.2.3 instead of B.2.1. The details are left to the reader.
Subgroups and Weyl chambers
This section contains mostly auxiliary results. Some are elementary, but are included for lack of a reference. In Section 3.1 we show that the Weyl group of K can be viewed as a subgroup of the Weyl group of K in a number of different ways. In Section 3.2 we discuss how the partition of t into Weyl chambers induces a partition of the small Cartant which refines its partition into Weyl chambers. In Section 3.3 we discuss the "self-duality" of the moment cone of T * K and explain it in terms of the action of the longest elements of W andW .
3.1. The Weyl groups. The main result of this section is Theorem 3.1.4, which says that there is a canonically defined family of injective homomorphisms from W into W , which is parametrized by a certain subgroupW of W . Because the homomorphism f has finite kernel,K and f (K) have the same Weyl groups. For this reason, let us assume in this section that f is injective and identifyK with f (K).
If K acts on a set M then the normalizer of a subset M ′ is the subgroup
. We will call the quotient
the Weyl group of K relative to M ′ . Taking M = K, acting on itself by conjugation, we have a Weyl group W K (K ′ ) relative to any subgroup K ′ of K. In particular, the Weyl group of K is W = W K (T ).
, the centre C(F ), the centralizer Z K (F ), and the identity component F 0 .
(ii) Let T ′ be any closed subgroup of T and let
2) 
The latter group clearly injects into W K (T ′ ) and it follows from (3.2) that this injection is surjective.
We can apply (3.3) to the maximal torusT of the subgroupK. SinceW is a subgroup of W K (T ) in a natural way, the upshot is thatW is a subquotient of W . But more is true. Let us denote the subgroup Z K (T ) byK. This is a connected subgroup that contains the maximal torus T . Its root system is equal to the subsystemR of all roots α ∈ R which vanish ont. Alternatively,K can be described as the centralizer ofs,K = Z K (s) = Ks, wheres is the smallest face of the Weyl chamber which containst ∩ t + . In other words,s is the face of t + which is perpendicular toR,s
The identity component ofC is the torus whose Lie algebrac is equal to the linear span ofs. For the normalizer and centralizer ofC we have the following result.
3.1.2. Lemma.
Proof. We have
On the other hand,C is the centre ofK, soK ⊆ Z K (C) and therefore all the inclusions in (3.9) are equalities. This proves (3.5). By Lemma 3.1.1(i) we have
, becauseK is the centralizer ofC 0 , and also
which proves (3.6). The inclusion (3.7) follows from (3.6) plus the fact that
This implies the following relationships among the various Weyl groups.
(ii) LetS be a base of the root systemR. Then
Proof. The kernel of the map
is injective. By (3.5), the kernel of the map
Observe thatW is normal in N W (R) and that N W (S)∩W = {1}. If w ∈ N W (R), then wS is a base ofR, sowwS =S for somew ∈W , which implies w ∈ N W (S)·W . This proves (3.11) . It follows from (3.3) and (3.4) that
We assert that N W (C) = N W (R). This follows from the observation that N W (C) = N W (C 0 ) is the set of Weyl group elements which preservec, the intersection of the root hyperplanes defined byR. Together with (3.13) this proves the first isomorphism in (3.12) . The second isomorphism is obvious from (3.11).
Since the choice of a base ofR is unique up to an element ofW , we can summarize these results as follows.
Theorem.
A choice of a baseS of the root subsystemR gives rise to a diagram of canonically defined homomorphisms
(3.14)
Hence the action ofW onT extends to an action on the torus T which preserves the intermediate subgroupC and the baseS. A different choice of base changes the lifting homomorphism j by conjugation with an element ofW = Z W (C). Therefore the extension of theW -action fromT toC is unique; the extension fromC to T is unique up to an element ofW .
Via the homomorphism j we can regardW as a subgroup of W . The image j(W ) depends onS, but the subgroup j(W )W =W j(W ) does not.
3.1.5. Corollary. The inclusionst →c → t and the dual projections t * →c * →t * areW -equivariant (with respect to j or any other lifting) andW -invariant. The set of projected roots f * (R) ⊆t * isW -stable. The embedding φ :X → X isWequivariant.
3.1.6. Example. Observe thatW = {1} if and only ifK contains a regular element of K. This is for instance the case ifK is the unit component of the fixed-point group of an automorphism of
where the inclusions are canonical.
3.2.
The relative Weyl set. The Weyl chambers of the Cartan subalgebra t form a simplicial subdivision in the sense that they cover the whole of t, every chamber is a simplicial cone, and the intersection of any two chambers is a face of each. In this section we study how the subdivision of t into chambers induces a subdivision oft which isW -invariant and refines the chamber subdivision oft. By a face of t we mean a (closed) face of any Weyl chamber in t. If s is a face, let R s be the set of all α ∈ R such that α ≥ 0 on s. Then the subalgebra p s = h ⊕ α∈Rs g α is parabolic, and the correspondence s → R s → p s is a bijection between faces of t and parabolic subalgebras of g containing h. Recall that P
• denotes the relative interior of a polyhedral subset P of a real vector space. Proof. (i) follows immediately from the fact that the root-space decomposition g = h ⊕ α∈R g α is a refinement of the weight-space decomposition of g relative to the subtorusT :
gλ,
Let s be any face of t. The subset { α | α ≥ 0 on s ∩t } of R contains R s and is therefore of the form R r , where r is a face of s. It is clear that r is the smallest face of t which contains s ∩t, and therefore (s ∩t)
• ⊆ r • . Now assume that (s ∩t)
• ∩s is nonempty. Pickλ ∈ (s ∩t)
• ∩s. Thenλ ∈ r • , so a root α is in R r if and only if α(λ) ≥ 0. Furthermoreλ ∈s, so ifα ∈Rs thenα(λ) ≥ 0. According to (i) we can writeα = f * (α) with α ∈ R and hence α(λ) =α(λ) ≥ 0, which implies α ∈ R r . Therefore, ifμ is an arbitrary element of s ∩t, thenα(μ) = α(μ) ≥ 0. This shows that s ∩t is contained ins. Conversely, if s ∩t ⊆s it is obvious that (s ∩t)
• ∩s is nonempty. This proves (ii). (iii) is clear from the fact thatW acts trivially ont and that f * isW -equivariant.
Select a positive Weyl chambert + int. Among all chambers of t, those which intersectt + in a cone of maximal dimension are of special importance.
Definition.
+ is a set of positive roots, and the chamber in t which is positive with respect to R + is a compatible chamber. Moreover, every compatible chamber arises in this way.
Henceforth we shall fix chamberst + and t + such that t + is compatible witht + .
3.2.3.
Remark. This choice entails a choice of bases of the root systemsR and R, and hence also of a base ofR and a lifting homomorphism j as in Theorem 3.1.4.
For arbitrary w ∈ W we definet w to be the cone wt + ∩t. The following result gives a set of spanning vectors for the cones dual tot w (and hence inequalities for thet w ). Recall that C denotes the cone spanned by the positive roots R + .
Lemma.
For all w ∈ W the conet w is dual to the cone f * (wC).
Proof. Letξ ∈t. Then f * (wα)(ξ) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R + if and only if α(w −1ξ ) ≥ 0 for all α ∈ R + . This is equivalent to w −1ξ ∈ t + , i.e.ξ ∈ wt + ∩t =t w .
Define W com , the set of compatible Weyl group elements, to be the set of w ∈ W such that wt + is compatible witht + . Clearly 1 ∈ W com because t + is assumed to be compatible witht + , andW W com = W com because of Lemma 3.2.1(iii). Here are some further helpful properties.
Proof. (i) follows from Lemma 3.2.1(iii). The first statement in (ii) is proved by setting s = wt + ands =t + in Lemma 3.2.1(ii). The second statement then follows from Lemma 3.2.4.
Considerα ∈R + and α ∈ R such that f * (α) =α. Pickξ ∈ wt + ∩t • + ; thenξ can be written as wξ with ξ ∈ t + . Hence 15) and therefore w −1 α ∈ R + , that is α ∈ wR + . This proves that (f * ) −1 (R + ) ∩ R ⊆ wR + . Ifα is negative, we get (w −1 α)(ξ) < 0 in (3.15), so we see that (f * ) −1 (R − ) ∩ R ⊆ wR − . This proves (iii). (iv) follows immediately from (iii) and Lemma 3.2.1(i). The first assertion in (iv) implies thatb ⊆ wb and thereforeB ⊆ wBw −1 ∩G. This also shows that wBw −1 ∩G is a parabolic, and hence connected, subgroup ofG, so to prove the reverse inclusion we need only show that wb ∩g ⊆b. This amounts to showing that the parabolic subalgebra wb ∩g contains no negative root spaces, which follows from the second statement in (iv). This proves (v). Because of Lemma 3.2.4 the cone f * (wC) is proper if and only if dimt w = dimt. The latter is true becauset w = wt + ∩t + by (ii) and dim wt + ∩t + = dimt by assumption. This proves (vi).
Statement (vi
According to (i) the top-dimensional cones t w are indexed by the set of left cosets W \W com . A more convenient set of labels is obtained by selecting from each left coset the shortest representative.
3.2.6. Definition. The relative Weyl set W rel is the set of shortest representatives of the left quotientW \W com . For v ∈ W rel the conet v is called a cubicle int + .
The sets W com and W rel depend of course on the choice of t + andt + . We now show that the collection of cubicles forms a well-behaved conical subdivision oft + which is in one-to-one correspondence with W rel .
Proposition. (i)
The chambert + is the union of the cubicles, Proof. The inclusion v∈W relt v ⊆t + follows from Proposition 3.2.5(ii). Because t is the union of its chambers wt + , the positive chambert + oft is the union of all conest w witht
• w ∩t + = ∅. From this finite union we can clearly delete those cones whose dimension is less than dimt, which leaves only the cubicles. The fact that the intersection of two cubicles is a face of each follows from the corresponding fact for the subdivision w∈W wt + of t. This proves (i). Ift 1 ; then w maps the chamber v 1 t + to the chamber v 2 t + and therefore must fix their intersection v 1 t + ∩c = v 2 t + ∩c. But then w fixesc, so w ∈W , i.e. v 2 ∈ v 1W . As v 1 and v 2 are both shortest representatives of their cosets modW , we conclude that v 1 = v 2 . This proves (ii).
Dualizing the conditionC = f * (C) we obtaint + =t 1 . The latter condition is equivalent to the subdivision (3.16) consisting of one cubicle only. According to (ii) this means that W rel = {1}. This proves (iii).
We show in Lemma 3.3.2 below that the subdivision (3.16) is symmetric under the standard involution oft + .
It is now clear that by intersecting all the chambers int with chambers in t one obtains a subdivision of the entire Cartan subalgebrat into polyhedral cones which refines the subdivisiont = w∈Wwt + and which, by Corollary 3.1.5, isW -invariant.
A detailed illustration of Propositions 3.2.5 and 3.2.7 can be found in Section 4.5. From the point of view of Theorem 2.1.1 it would be highly desirable to find the inequalities that describe each of the cones f * (vC), or equivalently, find an explicit set of spanning vectors for each of the cubiclest v . This we have not been able to do in general.
We conclude this section with some miscellaneous observations. Let W ′ be the set of all w ∈ W such that (f * ) −1 (R + ) ∩ R ⊆ wR + . By Proposition 3.2.5 and the remarks following it, W ′ includes W com as well as all other w such thatt w contains interior points oft + . Put R ′ = w∈W ′ wR + and C ′ = w∈W ′ wC.
Proposition. (i)R
Proof. (i) follows immediately from the definition of R ′ . For any subset S of a vector space E we define S ∨ to be the cone in E * consisting of all functionals which are nonnegative on S. Then S
∨ for all subsets S 1 and S 2 . Applying this observation to (3.16) we obtainC = v∈W relt ∨ v . By Lemma 3.2.4 this impliesC = v∈W rel f * (vC), and hence f * (C rel ) ⊆C.
The reverse inclusion follows from (i). This proves (ii).
For w ∈ W letc w be the cone wt + ∩c. We assert that for all w ∈ W dimc w = dimc ⇐⇒ wS ∩R is a base ofR. (3.17)
Indeed, if dimc w = dimc, thenc is the linear span ofc w . Furthermore, wR + ∩R is clearly a set of positive roots forR. Let γ ∈ wR + ∩R and write γ = wβ with β ∈ R + . Let α ∈ S be a simple root that contributes to β. Then α ≥ 0 on t + , so wα ≥ 0 onc w . On the other hand, γ = wβ ∈R, so wβ vanishes onc. This is only possible if wα vanishes onc w . Hence wα vanishes onc and therefore wα ∈R. We conclude that γ is a linear combination with nonnegative coefficients of elements in wS ∩R, so this set forms a base ofR. Conversely, if wS ∩R is a base ofR, thenc, resp.c w , is equal to the product c × d, where c is the centre of k and d is the linear, resp. positive, span of all fundamental coweights that are perpendicular to wS ∩R. Hence dimc w = dimc, which finishes the proof of (3.17). Now observe that dimc v = dimc because v is compatible. We infer from (3.17) that vS∩R is a base ofR. Therefore vS∩R =v −1S for somev ∈W , or equivalently, wvS ∩R =S. This implies thatw
Now take any α ∈ R + . If vα ∈R, thenwvα ∈R + because of (3.18). If vα is not in R, then vα ∈ R + if and only ifwvα ∈ R + , becausew ∈W permutes the elements of R + \R + . This shows that the length of v, which is equal to the cardinality of vR + ∩ R − , is greater than or equal to the length ofwv. But thenw = 1, because v is the shortest element in its leftW -coset. The result is that vS ∩R =S.
The condition (iii) is not sufficient for v to be in W rel for the following reason. The proof shows that (iii) holds for any v ∈ W which is the shortest leftWrepresentative of a w ∈ W such that dimc w = dimc. Let us take w such thatt w is compatible withwt + , wherew is an arbitrary element ofW . Then dimc w = dimc, but ifw = 1 then w ∈ W rel , and therefore the shortest representative of w is not in W rel .
3.3. Duality. The momentum map on T * K has the property that Φ(k, −ξ) = −Φ(k, ξ). This implies immediately that ∆(T * K) is stable under the duality involution, which sends (λ, λ) to (−w 0λ , −w 0 λ). Consider the inequality (2.2) associated with a triple (w, w, v) ∈W × W × W rel . Substitutingλ → −w 0λ and λ → −w 0 λ and multiplying both sides byw 0 we obtaiñ
This motivates the following definition. Let j :W ֒→ W be the lifting homomorphism associated with the chambers t + andt + . (Cf. Remark 3.2.3.)
Observe that (w * ) * = w and (w * ) * =w. However, the duality map on W is in general not a homomorphism, nor does it preserve the length function on W or map the subgroupW into itself. Proof. Using the definition of W com and the fact that w 0 t + = −t + we find w ∈ W com ⇐⇒ wt + ∩t
By the same token,ξ ∈t w * if and only ifξ = j(w 0 )ww 0 ξ for some ξ ∈ t + , which is equivalent to −w 0ξ = w(−w 0 ξ) ∈ wt + ∩t =t w . In other words,t w * = −w 0tw . The equality f * (v * C) = −w 0 f * (vC) now follows from Lemma 3.2.4, and the last statement is obvious.
It is not always true that the duality map preserves the relative Weyl set; see Section 4.5 for an example. Together with (3.19) Lemma 3.3.2 yields 20) which is called the dual inequality associated with (2.2). It can be obtained from (2.2) by replacing the triple (w, w, v) with w * , ((w
We assert that the dual inequality arises from a homological condition analogous to (2.3), namely
where we have used theW -equivariance of φ (see Corollary 3. • and therefore Here of courseT = T ,W = {1}, and every element of t is "dominant" with respect to T . Therefore W rel = W ,t v = vt + , and the decomposition (3.16) is simply the partition of t into Weyl chambers, t = v∈W vt + . The dual cone to vt + is vC, where C is the root cone of K. The flag varietyX is a point, so φ * is the trivial homomorphism H • (X, Z) → Z. Since φ * preserves degree, we see that φ * (vσ wv ) = 0 if and only if v = w −1 . In other words, for every λ ∈ t * + the pointsλ in the polytope ∆(O λ ) are described by the inequalities wλ ∈ λ − C, where w ranges over W . This is equivalent to Kostant's result that ∆(O λ ) is the convex hull of the Weyl group orbit W λ.
4.2.
Klyachko's theorem. In this section we apply our main theorem to the diagonal embedding of a group into a number of copies of itself. We deviate from our standard notation and denote the small group by K and the large group
There is a canonical embedding of the small Weyl group W into the large Weyl group W m , namely the diagonal embedding. This tallies with Example 3.1.6, because every regular point in the diagonal subgroup K ֒→ K m is regular relative to K m . For the same reason, W rel = {1} and the partition (3.16) has only one piece, namely t 1 = t + . Its dual cone is C, the root cone of K. Moreover, the large flag variety is X m and the embedding φ : X → X m is the diagonal map. The induced homomorphism φ * :
is the cup product and the Gysin map
is the intersection product. Similarly, for every face s of t + the embedding (2.9) is simply the diagonal embedding of the partial flag variety X s into the m-fold product X m s . Now choose a collection of vectors χ 1 , χ 2 , . . . , χ n ∈ t which span the cone t + . Then Theorem 2.4.1 comes down to the following.
for k = 1, 2, . . . , n and for all (w 1 , w 2 , . . . ,
For K = U(n) this theorem was proved by Klyachko [11] . Also for K = U(n), Helmke and Rosenthal [14] proved that the inequalities (4.1) are necessary, but not that they are sufficient. Inequalities for eigenvalues of sums of Hermitian matrices have a long history going back to Weyl; see the cited papers for examples. The essential case of the theorem is of course when K is semisimple; the identity component of the centre just contributes a number of equalities, e.g. for the trace when K = U(n). For the classical and some of the exceptional groups the inequalities can be worked out systematically by means of the Littlewood-Richardson rules, which can be found in Pragacz [21] and Littelmann [18] . See also Fulton [6, 7] .
4.2.2.
Example (G 2 × G 2 ). Let us work out the case K = G 2 and m = 2. Denote by S = {α 1 , α 2 } the simple roots of G 2 , where α 1 is short and α 2 is long. Let s 1 = s α1 and s 2 = s α2 be the corresponding simple reflections and π 1 = 2α 1 + α 2 and π 2 = 3α 1 + 2α 2 the fundamental weights. For k = 1 or 2 let P k be the parabolic attached to π k , W k the Weyl group, W k the set of shortest representatives mod W k , and X k the associated ten-dimensional "Grassmannian". Then
Using Chevalley's formula, Theorem A.2.1(iii), we can compute multiplication tables for the cohomology of X k in terms of the Schubert bases. We find the relations
from which it is easy to derive all triples (w 1 , w 2 ,
plus permutations of these triples. For k = 2 we obtain the same list, but with s 1 and s 2 interchanged. If we identify g * 2 with g 2 by means of the invariant inner product for which α 1 2 = 2, then we can choose the χ k to be the fundamental weights π k . The inequalities for the polygons ∆(O λ1 × O λ2 ) are best written out
in coordinates relative to the basis {π 1 , π 2 }, because then the positive chamber is given by the positive quadrant. Writing λ i = x i π 1 + y i π 2 , we get for k = 1 2x 1 + 3y 1 + 2x 2 + 3y 2 − 2x 3 − 3y 3 ≥ 0
and for k = 2
up to permutations of the variables. Thus (s 1 , s 2 s 1 , s 2 s 1 ) and (s 2 , s 1 s 2 , s 1 s 2 ) turn out to be redundant triples. Furthermore, the inequalities associated with the triples containing a 1 express the fact that
. Figure 1 shows an example where this inclusion is strict. The dark shading indicates the moment polygon and the light shading its Weyl group translates. The dotted lines are the polygons λ 1 + hull W λ 2 and λ 2 + hull W λ 1 .
sl(2)-triples.
Our next example is a general homomorphism with finite kernel f :K → K, whereK = SU(2) and K is semisimple. Up to conjugacy such homomorphisms are in one-to-one correspondence with embeddings ofg = sl(2, C) into g, that is to say, triples (h,ẽ,f ) of vectors in g which satisfy
Indeed, because SL(2, C) is simply connected any such embedding lifts to a homomorphism SL(2, C) → G, which can be conjugated to a homomorphism that maps SU(2) into K, since K is maximal compact in G. In other words, we may assume thath ∈ t,ẽ ∈ n andf ∈ θn. After a further conjugation with an element of W we may even assume thath ∈ t + . Then the chamberst + and t + are compatible and W rel = {1}. Let { α * | α ∈ S } be the set of fundamental coweights, i.e. the basis of t which is dual to S ⊆ t * . Then we can writẽ
where all d α > 0 andS ⊆ S is the set of simple roots orthogonal toh. According to Dynkin's classification of sl (2)-triples (see [5] ), d α = 1 or 2 for all α ∈S. The setS is a base of the root systemR ofK = Z K (T ), andW is generated by the simple reflections s α with α ∈S. Let j :W = {1,w 0 } → W be the inclusion map determined by the choice of dominant chamberst + and t + . This map is easy to describe explicitly.
Proof. TheW -equivariance of the embedding f * :t → t implies that j(w 0 )h = −h, which is in the antidominant chamber −t + . On the other hand w 0h is also in −t + and hence w 0h = −h. This proves (i).
To prove (ii) it suffices to show that w 0w0 is in N W (S) and mapsh to −h. It follows from (i) that w 0 preservesR, and therefore sendsR + toR − . Consequently w 0w0 preservesS. SinceW fixesh, w 0w0h = w 0h = −h by (i).
(iii) follows immediately from (ii).
In order to write the inequalities for the "polytopes" ∆(O λ ) we identifyt * with R by sending the positive rootα to 2. Dually, this corresponds to sending the basis elementh ∈t to 1.
Proof. Following Theorem 2.2.2 we determine all (w, w) ∈W × W such thatσw is contained in φ * (σ w ). SinceX = CP 1 , H 2l(w) (X, Z) vanishes for l(w) > 1. Moreover, φ * preserves degree, so that we need only consider Weyl group elements of length ≤ 1. Forw = w = 1 we findσw = σ w = 1 and get the inequalityλ ≤ f * (λ). If l(w) = l(w) = 1 thenw =w 0 and w = s α for some α ∈ S. Nowσw 0 is the fundamental class ofX and is therefore contained in φ * (σ sα ) if and only if φ * (σ sα ) = 0. According to Theorem A.2.1 the latter is equivalent to f * (π α ) = 0, where π α denotes the fundamental weight corresponding to α. From (4.2) we obtain
Since the angle between any two fundamental weights π α and π β is acute, we have π α (β * ) ≥ 0 for all α and β, and therefore f * (π α ) = 0 if and only if π α (β * ) = 0 for some β ∈ S \S. This is certainly the case if α ∈ S \S, because then we can take β = α, but may also happen if α ∈S. In any case, the inequality corresponding to
Here we have used thatw 0λ = −λ and
Thus, for α ∈S we obtain the inequalityλ ≥ −f * (λ), which is vacuous, and for α ∈S we obtainλ ≥ −f
Example. There exists a triple (h,ẽ,f ), known as the principal triple, for whichS = ∅ and d α = 2 for all α. It was shown by Dynkin that principal triples are unique up to conjugation. In this case we get the inequalities −f * (λ) + 2 max α∈S λ(α ∨ ) ≤λ ≤ f * (λ). For instance, if K is the product of m copies of SU(2), then the principal SU(2) is the diagonal subgroup. Here λ can be represented as an m-tuple (λ 1 ,λ 2 , . . . ,λ m ) and the inequalities are
This can of course also be regarded as a special case of Theorem 4.2.1.
4.4.
Plethysms. Interesting examples are provided by representation theory. A unitary representation of an arbitrary compact connected groupK on a finitedimensional Hermitian vector space V is nothing but a homomorphism f :K → K, where K is the unitary group U(V ). Note that every nontrivial representation has finite kernel ifK is simple. In this section we state some generalities concerning this class of examples and in the next we work out a simple case in more detail.
Let V = µ∈Λ * V µ be the weight-space decomposition of V and let n(µ) denote the multiplicity of a weight µ ∈Λ * . Then n(µ) = n = dim V . The centralizer K = Z K (T ) and its centreC are given bȳ
where C µ denotes the one-dimensional centre of U(V µ ). Let us choose a maximal torus T of U(V ) which contains f (T ). This boils down to a choice of (unordered) bases B µ = e The matrix of f * (relative to the coroots int and the basis B in t) and the set of projected roots f * (R) ⊆t * can be read off easily from the weight diagram of V .
for all weights µ of V . Then the inclusion f * :t ֒→c ֒→ t is given by
Hence f * (e Proof. For all (µ, k) we have f * (h)(e µ k ) = µ(h)e µ k because e µ k has weight µ. Therefore, according to the identification (4.4), f * (h) is equal to µ µ(h)e µ . Dually, we have
According to the discussion following Definition 3.2.2, a compatible pair of chamberst + and t + is specified by a set of positive roots inR, i.e. an ordering of each of the bases B µ , and by a set of positive roots inR, which implies an ordering on the weight latticeΛ * . This gives rise to an ordering on the set of pairs (µ, k)
In terms of this ordering R + is given by the set of all e µ k − e ν l with (µ, k) ≤ (ν, l).
4.
5. An SU(3)-module. TakeK = SU(3) and consider the unitary irreducible representationṼλ with highest weightλ = 2π 1 +π 2 , whereπ 1 andπ 2 are the fundamental weights ofK. Then dimṼλ = 15, so this representation defines an embedding f :K → K, where K = U (15) . We number the weights as in Figure  2 . As explained in Section 4.4, this ordering fixes a positive chamber t + in K which is compatible with the (standard) positive chambert + inK. We denote the corresponding bases of the root systems R andR by S andS, respectively. The projected roots and the cubicles are shown in Figure 3 , where we have used the trace form to identifyt with its dual. The arrows, with multiplicities, indicate the images of the 105 positive roots. If an arrow occurs as the image of one of the 14 simple roots, the number of times it so occurs is written in parentheses. Three positive roots are mapped to 0, namely α 4 , α 8 and α 10 , so thatS =R + = {α 4 , α 8 , α 10 } and dimC = 14 − 3 = 11. The centralizerK = Z K (T ) = Z K (C) is a group of block-diagonal matrices with nine 1 × 1-blocks and three 2 × 2-blocks and hence is isomorphic to U(1) 9 × U(2) 3 . Its Weyl group isW = (Z/2Z) 3 ; it is generated by the simple reflections s 4 , s 8 and s 10 , and acts by permuting rows and columns of each of the 2× 2-blocks. The group N W (C) is isomorphic to S 9 × (Z/2Z) 3 ⋊ S 3 . The copy of S 9 acts onK and its centrē C by permuting the 1 × 1-blocks, the copy of S 3 permutes the 2 × 2-blocks, and the copy of (Z/2Z) 3 permutes the rows and columns of the individual 2 × 2-blocks. The group N W (S) is isomorphic to S 9 × S 3 . It consists of all permutations w in W ∼ = S 15 that map the sets {1, 2, 3, 6, 7, 12, 13, 14, 15} and {4, 8, 10} into themselves and satisfy w(i) = i + 1 for i = 4, 8, or 10.
The homomorphism j :W → N W (S) is found as follows: by Theorem 3.1.4, for eachw ∈W the image ofw under j is the unique w ∈ N W (S) such that f * (wξ) = wf * (ξ) for allξ ∈t. In fact, in this condition it suffices to take a singleξ in the interior of one of the conest v , e.g.ξ = 6α The other seven natural embeddings ofW into W are obtained by conjugating j with any of the transpositions (4 5), (8 9) , (10 11) , or a product thereof.
The relative Weyl set consists of the four elements v 1 = (6 7)(12 13), v 2 = 1, v 3 = (2 3)(4 6 5)(7 8 9)(10 12 11)(13 14), v 4 = (2 3 6 5 4)(7 8 9 12 11 10)(13 14), (4.7)
which have length 2, 0, 8 and 10, respectively. The cubicles are labelled accordingly in Figure 3 ; the cubiclet 1 = t + ∩t is shown in dark grey. We determined W rel by picking elements in the interior of each cubicle, namelyξ 1 = 3α
, and reflecting them into the positive chamber t + .
It is clear from the picture that the decomposition oft + is symmetric under reflection in the vertical axis. This illustrates the last statement of Lemma 3.3.2. It is also easy to compute the dual of any element of W rel : by (4.6), j(w 0 ) = j(s 1s2s1 ) = (1 15)(2 13)(3 14)(4 10)(5 11)(6 12), and therefore v * 1 = (2 3 6 4)(7 9 12 10)(13 14) ∼ v 4 , v * 2 = 1 * = (2 3)(4 6)(7 9)(10 12)(13 14) ∼ v 3 .
Comparing with (4.7) we see that the duality map does not leave W rel invariant, but for each v ∈ W rel , v * is in the leftW -coset of some element of W rel .
This example disabused us of some overoptimistic notions we entertained. For instance, the subgroup f SU(3) consists of highly singular points in U(15). Moreover, the small Cartant has quite high codimension inc. Notice also that the cones t v come in two different shapes. Furthermore,α 2 is not in the image of S, soS is not a subset of f * (S), althoughR + is a subset of f * (R + ) by Lemma 3.2.1. Lastly, the relative Weyl elements do not preserve the root systemR, so W rel is not a subset of N W (C).
We finish this section by writing down a few of the triples (w, w, v) such that σw is contained in φ * (vσ wv ). For l(w) = 0 we get the triples (1, v −1 , v), to which correspond the inequalitiesλ ∈ f * v(λ − C) . For l(w) = 1 and v = 1 we use (4.5) and the discussion following Theorem A.2.1, which leads to the triples (s 1 , s i , 1) for all i ∈ {1, 2, . . . , 14},
Let us now determine the triples with l(w) = 1 and v = v 1 = s 6 s 12 . Then wv 1 must have length 1, so w = s i v 1 for some i. We compute v 1 σ wv1 by applying Theorem A.2.3 and find
Thus we obtain the triples
All other triples with l(w) = 1 can be found from the above triples by applying the duality map (w, w, v) → w * , ((w
where we use the convention that σ si = 0 if i ≤ 0 or i ≥ 15. This gives rise to the following triples:
If j = i + 1 not all these triples occur. For example, φ * (σ s2s1 ) = 5σs 1s2 + 8σs 2s1 but φ * (σ s1s2 ) = 7σs 2s1 , so that A.1. Schubert cells. Let G = K C be the complexification of K and H = T C the complexified maximal torus. Let R ⊆ t * be the root system of K and R + the set of positive roots. Let n be the nilpotent subalgebra of g spanned by the positive root spaces and N = exp n the corresponding maximal unipotent subgroup of G. 
where the vertical arrow on the left denotes the action of u on X and the map ψ u is the G-equivariant holomorphic map ψ u (gB/B) = gu
• , so we see that
We conclude that the Schubert basis relative to the set of positive roots uR + is given by c u w = uc u −1 wu . If P is any parabolic subgroup of G, we have the partial flag variety G/P and a K-equivariant diffeomorphism τ : K/(P ∩ K) → G/P . We call P standard if P ⊇ B; then P = G s N , where G s is the complexification of K s = Z K (s), the centralizer of a face s ⊆ t + . In this case we write P = P s and K/K s = X s . Every parabolic is of the form
exists for some algebraic one-parameter subgroup χ ∈ Hom(C × , G), and we have P χ = P s if and only if (the infinitesimal generator of) χ is in s
• . The Schubert cells in G/P are the sets (X s )
• w = BwP/P ; their closures are the Schubert varieties (X s ) w , and the classes c [20] . Let Y be a complex projective G-variety (where G = K C ) and let L be an ample G-equivariant line bundle over Y . Recall that y ∈ Y is called semistable with respect to L if for some n > 0 there exists an invariant section s of L n such that s(y) = 0. A point is unstable if it is not semistable. The set of semistable points is denoted by Y ss . It is clearly Zariski-open and G-stable. Let y be any point in Y and let χ ∈ Hom(C × , G) be an algebraic one-parameter subgroup of G. Mumford's numerical measure of instability is the integer m L (y, χ) determined as follows. Consider y 0 = lim t→0 χ(t)y, which exists because Y is projective. It is a fixed point for the action of χ and so χ acts on the fibre L y0 . Let r be the unique integer such that χ(t) l = t r l for l ∈ L y0 . Then m L (y, χ) = −r.
B.1.1. Theorem (Hilbert-Mumford criterion).
A point y ∈ Y is semistable if and only if m L (y, χ) ≥ 0 for all one-parameter subgroups χ.
We will frequently use the following elementary properties of m L (y, χ). We identify Hom(C × , H), the set of algebraic one-parameter subgroups of the complex Cartan H = T C , with the lattice Λ ⊆ t by assigning to each one-parameter subgroup χ its infinitesimal generator dχ(1) times 2πi. We call χ dominant if it is contained in Λ + = Λ ∩ t + and denote by ξ, χ the natural pairing between χ and any ξ ∈ g * . According to B.1.2(i), to calculate m L (y, χ) for arbitrary oneparameter subgroups χ of G it suffices to calculate m L (gy, χ) for arbitrary g ∈ G and dominant one-parameter subgroups χ of H.
B.2. Instability on flag varieties.
The following discussion generalizes [20, §4.4] . Take Y to be the flag variety X ∼ = G/B with the homogeneous line bundle L = L λ , where λ is a strictly dominant weight. Instead of m L λ we write m λ . Let g ∈ G. We assert that if h ∈ G and χ is dominant This proves m λ π(w −1 ), χ = − w −1 λ, χ and hence (B.1). Evidently, there are no G-semistable points on X, but the situation becomes interesting when we restrict the action of G to the subgroupG. Again we need only calculate m λ h−1 π(g),χ for arbitraryh ∈G and dominantχ ∈ Hom(C × ,H). Now χ is not necessarily dominant for G, but according to (3.16) we can choose v ∈ W rel such that v −1χ is dominant for G. Then m λ h−1 π(g),χ = m λ v −1h−1 π(g), v −1χ , which can be computed by (B.1). The upshot is:
where w ∈ W is determined by the condition thathv ∈ gBwvB, i.e.hπ(v) ∈ gX
• wv . By Proposition 3.2.5(v) the stabilizer of π(v) ∈ X with respect to theG-action is the BorelB. Let φ v :X → X be theG-equivariant embedding which sendsπ(1) to π(v). Using the Hilbert-Mumford criterion we obtain the following result. for all (w, v) ∈ W × W rel andχ ∈Λ such thatχ ∈Λ + ∩ vΛ + and gX
If λ is dominant but not strictly dominant, then it does not define an ample bundle on X, but on the partial flag variety X s ∼ = G/P , where s is the face of t + which contains λ in its interior, and P = P s . The analogue of (B.2) is: for all g and dominantχ
where w is any element of W (unique modulo left multiplication by W s ) such that hv ∈ gP wvB, i.e. φ v π(h) ∈ g P π(wv) . (Note: this condition involves a P -orbit in G/B, not a B-orbit in G/P .) By analogy with Proposition B.2.1 we obtain the following.
B.2.2. Proposition. Let λ ∈ Λ * ∩ s • . A point π s (g) in X s ∼ = G/P is semistable with respect to the bundle L λ and the action of the subgroupG if and only if (B.3) holds for all (w, v) ∈ W × W rel andχ ∈Λ such thatχ ∈Λ + ∩vΛ + and g P π(wv) ∩ φ v (X) is nonempty.
It is in fact not necessary to verify (B.3) for all dominant 1-PS ofH. Choose a collection of dominant 1-PSχ 1 ,χ 2 , . . . ,χ n ofH such that each of the subcones t v oft + is spanned by an appropriate subcollection. This can be accomplished by selecting one nonzero 1-PS on every edge (one-dimensional face) occurring in the conical subdivision (3.16). Then theχ k certainly spant + , so every dominant 1-PS χ can be written asχ = 1 a n k=1 a kχk , (B.4)
where a and a k are integers, a > 0 and a k ≥ 0. Now let λ ∈ Λ * + be strictly dominant. It follows from (B.2) and (B.4) that π(g) ∈ X is semistable for the action ofG if and only if m λ h−1 π(g),χ k ≥ 0 for all k and for allh ∈G. For k = 1, 2, . . . , n, fix v k ∈ W rel such thatχ k ∈t v k (i.e. v −1 kχ k is dominant w.r.t. G) and lets k , resp. s k , be the face int + , resp. t + , which is determined byχ k ∈s 
